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Summary
Exactly 100 years after the German invasion of Bruges, the city is commemorating
the Great War with three exhibitions. This
global conflict is being shown both within
its Bruges context as well as its international framework, from both historical
and artistic perspectives.
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On the ground floor Sophie De Schaepdrijver
presents a historical exhibition on the littleknown story of an occupied city made to serve
as a base for the war at sea. The exhibition
offers us a fascinating glimpse into life in occupied Bruges against the backdrop of global
war.
On the first floor, there are two photography
exhibitions: MAGNUM photographer Carl
De Keyzer offers a contemporary approach
to historical First World War photography. In
collaboration with David Van Reybrouck, he
selected historical photographic materials
from international collections. He processed
the images and made large, impressive prints.
Carl De Keyzer presents in a second exhibition his own work alongside that of nine fellow

MAGNUM photographers. All of them live in
a country where the First World War played
a major role. They reflect - in their own ways
and from the perspectives of their very different backgrounds - on the topic.
The writer David Van Reybrouck reflects on
the death of the young, both then and now. After five months of field work in the Westhoek,
he has compiled ‘Lamento’, a series of texts
about the suicide of young people in West
Flanders today. It forms a moving partiture to
the war photographs on the upper floor.

More info
One hundred years after the German invasion
of Belgium, the City of Bruges wishes to commemorate the events of the Great War with
three exhibitions. By focusing on both a historical and an artist perspective, the world conflict
is not only shown as it affected Bruges, but is
also placed in a broader international context.
On the ground floor of the City Halls Sophie
De Schaepdrijver has compiled a historical
exhibition that tells the story of Bruges as an
occupied city and a German military base for
the war at sea. She looks at day-to-day life in
wartime Bruges, but also examines the global
dimension of the conflict.
The history of Bruges as an occupied city is
unique in comparison with other provincial
capitals in Belgium. It was part of a huge
military-maritime zone, formed by the triangle
Bruges-Zeebrugge-Ostend. Germany transformed both the back harbour and the front
harbour of Bruges into a U-boat base for its
war of attrition against the British supply lines
on the high seas. Zeebrugge was a defensive
bastion that was intended to prevent the Flemish coast from falling into enemy hands. This
Maritime Zone was commanded by Admiral
Von Schröder and a strict military regime was
imposed, which limited the freedom of movement of local people to an absolute minimum.
The citizens of Bruges were also subject to
many other kinds of restrictions and prohibitions. The importance of the city as a naval
base meant that it was also regularly bombed.
More than 6,000 bombs fell on Bruges and its

outlying communities. 130 houses in the city
were destroyed and 150 people killed. The historic exhibition is housed in the Jan Garemijn
room in the City Halls.
On the second floor of the Halls two complementary photographic exhibitions have been
installed. In the first exhibition MAGNUM
photographer Carl De Keyzer has made a
selection of historical photographs from a
number of international collections. He has
reworked the images and reproduced them in
an impressively large format. There are some
200 photographs in all.
The second exhibition is a compilation of Carl
De Keyzer’s own work and the work of nine
of his fellow photographers at the MAGNUM
agency. The ten exhibited photographers all
live in a country where the First World War
had a strong impact on national life. They each
approach the theme in their own way and from
their own specific perspective. This has resulted in an international collection of powerful
images from Alec Soth, Thomas Dworzak, Alex
Majoli, Mark Power, Antoine D’Agata, Nikos
Economopoulos, Trent Parke, Chien-Chi Chang
and Gueorgui Pinkhassov.
West Flanders is remembering those who
died young during the world war at a moment
when the province has the highest suicide rate
amongst young people in Europe. Writer David
Van Reybrouck went to live for five months
in the Westhoek, where he interviewed the
families of the victims, but also psychologists,
medical staff and a priest. He has now collected together these testimonies, to which he
has added a number of the tragically poignant
‘farewell’ notes. The result is ‘Lamento’, a
textual montage about the suicide of young
people in West Flanders today; a poetical cycle
in document form; a modern-day Calvary that
leads us through a heart-breaking procession
of invisible sorrow.
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SOPHIE DE SCHAEPDRIJVER
curator historical exhibition
Historian Sophie De Schaepdrijver is
curator of the exhibition ‘Bruges at War’.
She is an authority in modern history,
more particularly the Great War, and is
therefore the ideal person to sketch the
international context of Bruges as an
occupied city.
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The opening of the ‘Bruges at War’ exhibition
takes place on 14 October 2014. A historic
date for our city?
SOPHIE DE SCHAEPDRIJVER That’s right. It is
exactly one hundred years to the day since the
city was occupied by German troops. The war
came as a bolt from the blue. On 4 August the
German Army invaded our country, but it still
took another two months before they reached
and occupied Bruges. Back in those days, they
didn’t attack with tanks and aircraft, like they
did in 1940. In 1914 everything went much
slower. The Belgians resisted strongly, first in
Liege. The Germans also had to contend with
the British and French armies. And they had
to use the roads; they couldn’t just march over
the fields.
Bruges was occupied without fighting?
S. DE SCHAEPDRIJVER The local burgomasters
played a role in keeping the violence within
bounds. In some cities they were successful.
In others they were not. In Aarschot, for
example, the burgomaster, his son and
many other people were shot. At first,
tension was also high in Bruges, because
the Belgian rearguard had shot and killed
a German soldier. The commanding officer
of the advancing Germans threatened the
burgomaster, Amédée Visart de Bocarmé,
with repraisals. He told him that this was the
kind of thing that could lead to an escalation
of violence. The Germans thought that the
local civilian population were shooting at

their troops, as had happened elsewhere.
The burgomaster was able to convince them
that this was not the case here in Bruges.
He met the commander in a private house later the town hall in Assebroek. This helped
to reduce the tension. They immediately
made a number of arrangements about the
tasks that the city authorities needed to carry
out. The compulsory measures imposed by
the Germans were harsh, but there was no
explosion of violence.
Bruges became the administrative centre of
the so-called Maritime Zone. What did this
mean and what role did our harbour play?
S. DE SCHAEPDRIJVER The first German
troops that passed through Belgium were
on their way to the front in France. But a
short time later Bruges was occupied by the
Marinekorps Flandern - the Flanders Marine
Corps. The idea was to transform Bruges,
but primarily Zeebrugge and Ostend, into a
kind of military-maritime bastion, a base for

U-boat activity in the war of attrition against
the British merchant fleet. The British navy
had closed the exits to the North Sea, so that
the German fleet could no longer reach the
oceans. But the U-boats were in a position to
attack the British merchantmen both in the
North Sea and beyond. Freedom of movement
was restricted throughout Belgium, but in
the Maritime Zone it was much worse. Local
people found it hard to move from place to
place, even over relatively short distances. No
one was allowed near the Bruges-Zeebrugge
canal; it was not permitted to cross bridges
without scrutiny; and people from the outlying
villages needed to buy a pass, a Schein,
to travel to Bruges under military escort.
Teachers sometimes couldn’t get a pass, so
that they were unable to reach their schools.
How severe was the impact of the occupation
on the daily lives of people in Bruges?
S. DE SCHAEPDRIJVER The impact was huge.
Many irksome restrictions were imposed
and freedom of expression was banned. The
normal newspapers were no longer published.
The city administration was fined time and
again for ‘disobedience’ - another name for
hidden taxation and ruthless exploitation.

Sophie De Schaepdrijver is a historian and
professor at Pennsylvania State University
(USA). She is internationally renowned for
her work on the social and cultural history
of the First World War, and her specialist
subject is occupations.
Her books on the subject include De Groote
Oorlog: Het Koninkrijk België tijdens de
Eerste Wereldoorlog (The Great War: the
Kingdom of Belgium in the First World
War) (1997, reprinted 2013), We Who Are So
Cosmopolitan: the War Diary of Constance
Graeffe (2008), Erfzonde van de Twintigste
Eeuw: Notities bij ‘14-’18 (Original Sin of
the Twentieth Century: Notes on ’14-’18)
(2013), and Gabrielle Petit: Death and Life
of a Female Spy of the Great War (London,
Bloomsbury Academic, released in 2014).
De Schaepdrijver is co-author and presenter of the 4-part documentary Brave Little
Belgium (VRT-Canvas, August 2014). For
her work, she has received the Arkprijs van
het Vrije Woord (Ark Prize of the Free Word)
(1999) and the Gouden Erepenning van het
Vlaamse Parlement (Gold Medal of the Flemish Parliament) (2013). In 2014, she was
awarded the Order of the Crown.
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>> S. DE SCHAEPDRIJVER
Restrictions on movement and transport led
to a decline in trade and industry. There was
a general impoverishment of the region and
there was massive unemployment here in
the city. After a time, the German Army was
almost the only employer.
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Nor was Bruges spared from bombardment.
About 6,000 bombs fell on the city. The
population must have lived in almost
constant terror.
S. DE SCHAEPDRIJVER Because Bruges was a
major base for the Germans, it was bombed
regularly by the British. The back harbour
was hit hardest, but many houses were also
damaged by the rain of bombs. There were
more than 200 fatalities in Bruges, but it was
never clear who really killed them. Was it the
British bombs or the German anti-aircraft
fire? People were frightened, of course, but it
also gave them a strange kind of confidence
that the liberation would come one day.
People always thought that the Germans were
only here temporarily. Theirs was a temporary
- and illegitimate - regime. One day soon,
the city and the country would be restored to
its rightful rulers. It was perfectly possible
for most people to combine this feeling with
friendship for individual Germans.
What happened during the liberation of
Bruges?
S. DE SCHAEPDRIJVER There was no fighting,
but the German Army caused serious
damage before it withdrew. The electricity
generating stations of La Brugeoise were
blown up and the harbour installations at
Zeebrugge were destroyed. Several houses
and a furniture factory were wrecked, bridges
were dynamited, and the local railway line
was torn up. Towards the end of the war, the
German Army forcibly removed large sections
of the male population from many towns and
villages. Many men died during these forced
marches, because the Spanish influenza
epidemic was already starting to spread.

Final conclusion: no more war?
S. DE SCHAEPDRIJVER No more war is a nice
idea and easy to say, but what do you do when
you are invaded by a militaristic land, where
you know all the young men are going to be
called up to serve in the army to fight against
you? Is it not then better to join together in a
kind of national defence force to resist them? I
am a pacifist but you have to be brave enough
to admit that some wars need to be fought,
no matter how terrible they are. The First
World War was a truly awful war, but I am
not prepared to say that it was an absurd or
pointless war. Flemish soldiers fought on the
River Ijzer for the liberation of their region. And
nobody in Bruges wanted their beautiful city
to remain a U-boat base for ever. A struggle to
end an unjust military occupation by a foreign
power: no, I cannot call that senseless.

CARL DE KEYZER
curator photo exhibitions
Alongside his own work, Magnum photographer Carl De Keyzer presents a second
exhibition featuring the work of nine of
his international colleagues. Each, in their
own way and using their own particular
backgrounds, bring the theme of war into
focus. War is, and will always remain, a
global and timeless phenomenon.
Carl De Keyzer has invited nine of his colleagues from the prestigious photography
agency Magnum to work together on the theme of the First World War. They each provide
their own vision of the war, their own way of
commemorating it, the visible traces it that
remain in their own countries, which were
also involved, and look at how the world remembers it today.

Antoine D’Agata, for example, travelled 800
km between the Westhoek and Switzerland
in order to cover what was the length of the
French front. ‘There is nothing left to document’, he said of his trip. Carl De Keyzer, for
his part, travelled to Ypres and his pictures
show, above all, the impossibility of remembering. Trent Parke documented The Avenue
of Honour in the Australian city of Ballarat,
where those who remained at home planted
thousands of trees, one for each soldier that
left for the front in far-off Europe.
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Carl De Keyzer began his career in 1982 as
a freelance photographer, whilst teaching at
the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Ghent. He
also helped to set up the photography gallery XYZ-photography. In 1990, he became a
Magnum candidate and in 1994 he became a
full Magnum member.
His photos have been published and exhibited worldwide. They have also won awards
all over the world, including the Book Award
at the photography festival of Arles (1990),
the Kodak Award (1992), and the Fuji Press
Award (2002). Dominant themes in his work
include the permanent threat of decline in
modern society and the impact of power on
everyday life.
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For the large-scale project Moments before
the Flood (2012), De Keyzer travelled 120,000
km along the coasts of Europe. He has also
focused on more general themes such as
belief, in God, Inc (1992), and the ubiquity of
power and violence, in Trinity (2007).

DAVID VAN REYBROUCK
co-curator photo exhibition
Bruges author David Van Reybrouck has
provided a ‘second voice’ to accompany
the images at the exhibition ‘War in the
Picture’. He does not write about the war
as such, but about how people today relate to and deal with that war.

For this project you worked together with
Magnum photographer Carl De Keyzer.
Where did you two get to know each other?
DAVID VAN REYBROUCK I first met Carl De
Keyzer years ago at a dinner at Stephan Vanfleteren’s home. There I was, seated at the
same table as two of Flanders most renowned photographers! Of course, I had already
known and admired Carl’s work for a number
of years. During that dinner, I learned that his
deliberately under-cooled images conceal a
highly intelligent and vibrant personality. This
is now the third time we have worked together.
You have provided the texts to accompany
the photographs, but the texts do not explain the photographs. So what exactly do
they do?
D. VAN REYBROUCK When Carl asked me to
write the texts for his projects ‘Congo Belge’
(2010) and ‘Moments Before the Flood’ (2012),
he said very explicitly: “Write whatever you
like, as long as it is not about my photos and
certainly not about me!” For him, texts should
not explain images, but add something to
them, give them a second layer of words. He
sees an exhibition as kind of visual-literary
duet. I first became familiar with this method
from working with Josse De Pauw in the theatre. In this project, I use voices from the world
of today to say something more contemporary
about the photographs of the First World War.
I spent five months in the Westhoek, talking
to people and listening to their stories. In the
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coming years the province is going to remember the hundreds of thousands of young people who died in the Great War - and this at a
moment when West Flanders has the highest
rate of suicides amongst young people in Europe. That leaves a bitter taste in my mouth.
What is the explanation? Is there a connection? I put voices next to images; voices from
the same place, but a hundred years later.

How deeply does the tragedy of the war affect the new generation in the Westhoek?
D. VAN REYBROUCK I’ll be honest. When I
started to interview the families of the suicide victims I thought: “It’s almost like I am
back in East Congo.” But this time I wasn’t
talking about child soldiers or raped women,
but about the lives of parents, loved ones, brothers and sisters that had been totally wrecked by what had happened in their family.
Some researchers suggest that suicide rates
are higher in post-conflict regions; others say
that it comes from ‘de gaze’, the gas. I just
don’t know. Very little research has been carried out. What I do know is this: we say “No
more war” but it seems to me that the war is
now taking place inside people’s heads. So
many young people who are trapped in their
own 21st century ‘trenches’, so many young
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people who fight against the mustard gas of
their own poisoned thoughts.
How did you record their stories?
D. VAN REYBROUCK Talking for hours and
hours. Listening. Looking at photos of young
people who are sadly no longer with us. Reading their ‘farewell’ notes. Sifting through
their diaries, trying to find the reason why. It
was difficult. I have reduced the content of all
those conversations to a number of powerful
quotations. I wanted to let the silence speak,
the silence that blows over the unploughed
land with its poplar trees and magpies.
How do the people there respond to today’s
war tourism?
D. VAN REYBROUCK I got the impression from
most people that they weren’t really all that

interested, that it is something for the British tourists. In the years to come, during the
centenary commemorations, there is going to
be a booming remembrance industry in the
Westhoek, which sometimes has something
celebratory about it. Regional ‘war’ beers,
cycle paths, even a musical. This type of remembrance is far removed from their kind of
remembrance.
Did you know, as a native of Bruges, how
hard the city was affected during the German occupation?
D. VAN REYBROUCK I have learnt a lot from
what I was told by Sophie De Schaepdrijver,
the curator of the historical exhibition. It was
really interesting. And I also learnt a lot from
my old schoolmaster, Valentin Degrande, who
has written a fine history of the war in Assebroek, the village where I was born.
Have you changed your view of the Great
War as a result of your work on this project?
D. VAN REYBROUCK Yes, but in a strange way.
I have been fascinated and saddened by that
war for years. In the past, I used to drive out to
Vladslo or Tyne Cot every year during the Remembrance period. Just to sit there, listen to
some music, think about what had happened
and all those lost lives. Today, I find it more
difficult. The new remembrance industry makes it hard to relate to the war in a serene and
meaningful way. For this reason, our exhibition wants to remember ‘remembrance’, remembrance the way it should be. And for that,
you need plenty of silence.

Some of the texts and images in this exhibition
may be experienced by some people as confrontational.

David Van Reybrouck is one of the leading
authors of his generation. His stories are
founded on and shaped by thorough research. In addition, his storytelling is as
multifaceted as it is informed.
His debut, De Plaag (The Plague), released
in 2001, received the prize for best Flemish
debut. Die Siel van die Mier (The Soul of the
Ant), in 2004, was his first foray into theatre.
It was followed by the theatrical monologue Missie (Mission) in 2007. As well as a
few political essays, including Pleidooi voor
populisme (A Plea for Populism) and Tegen
verkiezingen (Against Elections), he also
writes prose and poetry. He is the founder
of the Brussels Poetry Collective. He spent
six years working on the book Congo. Een
geschiedenis (Congo: A History), an international bestseller that has won many
awards.
David Van Reybrouck was also the driving
force behind the G1000 project, a platform
that aims to give citizens more of a voice in
the democratic decision-making process.
He received the Arkprijs van het Vrije Woord
(Ark Prize of the Free Word) in 2008 and the
Gouden Ganzenveer (Golden Goose Quill) in
2014.
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Short biographies of the 9 participating
Magnum photographers
Antoine D’Agata (France, 1961)

Thomas Dworzak (Germany, 1972)

Antoine D’Agata left his country of birth in 1983.
In 1990, he attended classes at the International
Center of Photography in New York, where he
also worked as an intern in the editorial section
of the Magnum office.
In 1998, after a pause of four years, his first
photography books appeared, and in 2004 he
became a member of Magnum Photos. Since
2005, he has he led a nomadic existence and
worked all over the world.
Despite the use of conventional forms, D’Agata
knows how to consistently create photos that
are surprising and moving. He is a prolific
photographer who aims to record the entirety
of his experience.

Towards the end of his secondary school
education, Thomas Dworzak began to travel and
take photos in Europe and the Middle East. He
lived for a long time in Georgia and Afghanistan
and photographed wars and rebellions all over
the world. His photos suggest that there is a
story that must be told, but that – because it
is so awful – it cannot be printed. But time and
time again, within the tangled web of political
lies, Dworzak manages to find the universal
seed of truth and to uncover tiny traces of
beauty and hope. Thomas Dworzak became
a Magnum candidate in 2000, and in 2004 he
became a full Magnum member.

Chien-Chi Chang (Taiwan, 1961)
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Chien-Chi Chang studied at Soochow University
and Indiana University. He joined the Magnum
photography agency in 1995, and in 2001
became a full member. In his work, Chang
represents the abstract concepts of alienation
and connection.
The Chain, a series of portraits taken in a
mental institute in Taiwan, caused a stir at
the biennials of Venice and São Paolo. Using
life-sized photos of patients that are literally
chained to each other, Chang depicted the
bonds of marriage that are usually not so
visible. He has published two books about
marriage: I do I do I do (2001) and Double
Happiness (2005).
The bonds of family and culture also make
up the themes of another ambitious project.
For twenty years, starting in 1992, Chang
photographed the split lives of Chinese
immigrants in New York and those of their
wives and families at home in Fujian. His own
experience of immigration is what drives his
research into what binds us.

Nikos Economopoulos (Greece, 1953)
After studying law in Parma (Italy), Nikos
Economopoulos worked as a journalist in his
native Greece. At the same time, fascinated by
the work of Cartier-Bresson, he also focussed
on photography. In 1990, he became a member
of Magnum and his photos began to appear in
newspapers and magazines around the world.
A journey through the Balkans at this
time resulted in the book The Balkans.
Economopoulos travelled along borders and
visited border posts, photographing minorities
and immigrants. His photos not only force
you to become engaged with the people he
photographs, they also change your view of the
world and lead to new insights.

Alex Majoli (Italy, 1971)
At the age of fifteen, Alex Majoli joined the
F45 Studio in Ravenna, where he worked
with Daniele Casadio. Later, he studied at
the Art Institute in Ravenna while working
at the Grazia Neri Agency. He travelled to
Yugoslavia to report on the conflict that was
raging there. In the years that followed, he
returned regularly to cover all the major events

in Kosovo and Albania. He graduated in 1991.
After becoming a full Magnum member in
2001, Majoli reported on the fall of the Taliban,
the invasion of Iraq, and various other conflicts
for Newsweek, The New York Times Magazine,
Granta, and National Geographic.
He also has his own long-term projects. For
Requiem in Samba, he lived in South America
for several months. Hotel Marinum, about life
in different port towns, ended with a theatrical
multimedia show.

Trent Parke (Australia, 1971)
Trent Parke got started at an early age, using
his mother’s Pentax Spotmatic. Today, he
works mainly as a street photographer.
In 2003, he and his wife, fellow photographer
Narelle Autio, travelled 90,000 km through
Australia. The resulting photos have been
brought together in Minutes to Midnight and
form an at times alarming portrait of 21st
century Australia, from the dry outback to
the chaos and melancholic vitality of remote
Aboriginal towns.
Parke is an award-winning photographer. He
won the World Press Photo Award in 1999,
2000, 2001, and 2005 and received the ABN
AMRO Emerging Artist Award in 2006. His work
has been exhibited worldwide. In 2006, the
National Gallery of Australia bought the full
Minutes to Midnight collection.

Mark Power (United Kingdom, 1959)
Mark Powers’ interest in photography began
when he found his father’s homemade enlarger
in the attic. However, he initially studied
painting and drawing. In 1983, he became a
part-time photographer in the editorial and
charitable sector. He is currently Professor of
Photography at the University of Brighton. He
also works on his own long-term projects and a
few large commissions for the industry.
Mark Power has been a member of Magnum
Photos since 2002.

Gueorgui Pinkhassov (Russia, 1952)
Gueorgui Pinkhassov became interested in
photography while he was still at school.
After studying at the Gerasimov Institute for
Cinematography (VGIK), he worked at the
Mosfilm Studio and then as a set photographer.
In 1978, he joined the Moscow Union of Graphic
Arts and obtained the status of independent
artist, which gave him the freedom to travel
and exhibit his work internationally. Russian
filmmaker Andrei Tarkovsky noticed his work
and invited him to make a reportage on the set
of his film Stalker.
The turning point for Pinkhassov’s work
came when, through Tarkovsky, he became
aware of the work of Cartier-Bresson and
photojournalism. In 1985, he moved to Paris,
where he joined Magnum in 1988. He regularly
works for international magazines such as Geo,
Actuel, and the New York Times Magazine.

Alec Soth (USA, 1969)
Alec Soth’s work is rooted in the American
tradition of ‘on the road’ photography, like that
of Walker Evans, Robert Frank, and Stephen
Shore. There seems to be a unique American
desire to travel and record your experiences.
During his trips, mostly in the Midwest, he
develops a chemistry with the people he
meets. He photographs loners and dreamers
and focuses on ‘off-beat, agonisingly banal
pictures’ of modern America.
Soth’s work can be found in public and private
collections and has been the subject of solo and
group exhibitions. He has published several
books, including Sleeping by the Mississippi,
NIAGARA, Dog Days, Bogotá, and The Last
Days of W. He has been a full Magnum member
since 2008.
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Additional activities
Battlefields, Flanders and the Great War
Various day trips are organized from Bruges to the Westhoek.
Prior reservation is necessary.
Quasimodo WWI Flanders Fields Tour
A guide from Quasimodo takes you on a personal and memorable minibus trip to Passendale, Hill 60, Messines Ridge, the private museum Hooge Crater in Zillebeke, several Commonwealth and German cemeteries, trenches and bunkers, the Menin Gate and numerous
Australian, New Zealand, Canadian, British and Irish monuments. In short, all the highlights!
The stories told by the Quasimodo guides allow you to visualize the reality of four terrible
years of war in the Ieper Salient.
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In Flanders Fields tour
This bus tour will take you to numerous sites of interest related to the war of 1914-1918. With
expert guides, you will visit the Grieving Parents by Käthe Kollwitz in Vladslo, the trenches
along the River IJzer, the tunnels of Hill 60, the Peace Mill in Klerken and various military
cemeteries in Houthulst, Poelkapelle, Boezinge and Passendale (Tyne Cot Cemetery). The
day is rounded off with a visit to the In Flanders Fields Museum in Ieper and the Last Post
ceremony at the Menin Gate.
Flanders Fields Battlefield Daytours
Discover the most popular tourist attractions of the Westhoek and the Great War. You visit the
German cemetery at Langemark, Tyne Cot Cemetery in Passendale, the Memorial Museum
Passchendaele 1917, where you can enjoy a dugout-tunnel experience, the Menin Gate, the
city of Ypres with its magnificent Cloth Hall and the not-to-be-missed In Flanders Fields Museum. The tour continues to Hill 60, Hill 62 (craters and bunkers), Heuvelland and Kemmel
Hill, Messines Ridge, the mine craters of 1917, trenches and various other war monuments.
Great War Battlefields Tour
Make your acquaintance with all the most important places on the front of the First World
War. With an experienced guide you will explore the Trench of Death in Dixmude and other
trenches, such as Hill 60 in Zillebeke. The bus trip will also take you to the Canadian Memorial
in Langemark-Poelkapelle, the impressive cemeteries in Boezinge and Tyne Cot Cemetery in
Passendale. In Ypres you will visit the In Flanders Fields Museum and can discover the rest
of this historic front town at your own pace. You will end the day by attending the Last Post
ceremony.
More information: www.brugge1418.be

APP: the first world war
in the city
The reminders of the First World War in Bruges are not only to
be found in archives and museums. A new app will lead you to
the ‘Hof van Aurora’ (Aurora’s Court) where thirteen spies and
resistance fighters were executed, the Balsemboomstraat where
many bombs fell, the Karthuizerinnenstraat and the memorial to
those who died in the war. The app will also take you to the cafés
where the soldiers went to try to forget the war, to the house of the
spy Anna de Beir and to the city store in the Cordoeaniersstraat.
The app can be downloaded from 14 October via:
www.brugge1418.be

publications
Bastion: occupied Bruges
in the first World War
This publication from Sophie De Schaepdrijver
complements the historical exhibition. Building on a
rich heritage of books and studies about Bruges and the
First World War by, amongst others, Jos De Smet, Luc
Schepens, Patrick Verbeke, and Valentin Degrande, this
book wants to offer a slightly different perspective. It
places Bruges’ experience of the war within the wider
context of the World War, by showing the experiences of
the people of Bruges alongside the plans of the German
navy, the fate of the Marinegebiet alongside that of the
whole of occupied Belgium, and the hopes of the people
of Bruges against the background of ‘war cultures’ in
the whole of Europe. It offers a starting point for further
research.
_
Published by Hannibal/Kannibaal
in Dutch and English
Price: € 24,50
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Album 14-18
David Van Reybrouck has provided the text to accompany
the visual story and Carl De Keyzer has reworked the
magnificent historical photographs. The combined
power of the words and images is overwhelming. The
First World War seems closer than ever before.
_
Published by Hannibal/Kannibaal
in Dutch, French and English
Price: € 39,95

The First World War Now
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Contemporary photos from Carl De Keyzer and nine fellow
photographers: Alec Soth, Thomas Dworzak, Alex Majoli,
Mark Power, Antoine D’Agata, Nikos Economopoulos,
Trent Parke, Chien-Chi Chang, and Gueorgui Pinkhassov.
Each of these Magnum photographers guarantees top
quality, each in their own style.
_
Published by Hannibal/Kannibaal
in one Dutch-English version
Price: € 39,95

IMAGES
Images to promote this exhibition can only be downloaded via the following link:
http://www.flickr.com/photos/museabrugge/sets provided that the credits are used

Campaign
Images

Curators

© Privatsammlung Willy Verschaeve

Sophie De Schaepdrijver © A.E. Landes
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© ECPAD / France / Moreau Albert

David van Reybrouck

© Alex Majoli / Magnum

Carl De Keyzer © Carl De Keyzer Kyobu - Congo RDC

More info, interviews
Appointments can be made through sarah.bauwens@brugge.be or T +32 50 44 87 08
or anne.de.meerleer@brugge.be or T +32 50 44 46 35.

Practical information
Title
Location
Period
Open

Tickets
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14-18. LA GUERRE EN IMAGES | BRUGES EN GUERRE
Stadshallen, Markt 7, B-8000 Bruges
14.10.2014 – 22.01.2015
from 09.30 to 17.00, closed on Mondays
One ticket covers all of the exhibitions
€ 12 / € 10 (65+ and 12-25 y.) / free: -12 y., schools 6-18 y., Brugge City Card

Group reservations
If you would like to visit the exhibitions as a group, it is recommended to book your tickets in
advance. Guided tours must always be reserved in advance. You can choose between a guide
for the historical exhibition, a guide for the photographic exhibition or a guide for both. If you
choose a guide for just one exhibition, your ticket still gives you access (without guide) to the
other exhibition. Reservations: toerisme.reserveringen@brugge.be, T +32 50 44 46 46
Various day trips are organized from Bruges to the Westhoek.
More information www.bruges1418.be
B-Excursion
train + admission: on sale in every train station.
Organisation
Musea Brugge, Toerisme Brugge, Stadsarchief, Brugge Plus
With the support of the Province of West-Flanders, Gone West, Toerisme Vlaanderen
Partners: Klara, Cobra.be, De Standaard, NMBS and Magnum
Request
We collect every possible review of our museums and events. Therefore we would like to
ask you to send a copy of any article you publish, or a CD of the relevant broadcast, to Sarah
Bauwens, head of Press & Communications, Musea Brugge, Dijver 12, B-8000 Bruges. You
can also send the files digitally (stating ftp or url) to sarah.bauwens@brugge.be. We thank you
for your cooperation and interest.

B-Excursion : Train + Entrée
En vente dans les gares SNCB

